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OTTAWA, ON - Corporate Stays is proud to announce the launch of a new luxury building in the                  
greater Ottawa region as part of its Signature Collection massive market expansion. With a chic               
and contemporary design, Apogee is part of the Kanata Lakes Condominiums.  
 
Kanata is located just 20 minutes west-southwest of the downtown core of Ottawa and has a                
number of emerging high-tech companies, services and retail that are beginning to make a              
strong impact on the economy. Its proximity to all technology and defence companies, makes              
Apogee the perfect choice for those working professionals who are relocating to the area.  
 
This luxurious vibrant community combines the relaxing serenity of surrounding green spaces            
with the convenience of city life. The complex sets the bar of high-standard lifestyle living by                
offering a range of modern and spacious facilities with high-quality services and infrastructure. 
 
The well-designed mid-rise building features 105 open-concept rental suites, available in one or             
two bedrooms format, in which 9 are Corporate Stays fully furnished Signature Collection             
apartments. Apogee also offers high-quality amenities such as a community room, fitness            
centre and rooftop terraces with barbecue area, and a secure surveillance camera system. 
 
Guests have access to several services nearby such as medical clinics, pharmacies, a shopping              
center, restaurants, public transportation, bicycle and walking paths, schools, playgrounds, a           
variety of entertainment options, and even a golf field. The Apogee building is the perfect               
combination of suburban living with all the conveniences of an urban lifestyle.  
 
The company's unparalleled corporate rentals are supported by experienced property          
managers, and a 24/7 multilingual concierge team, with help a simple call away at all times.                
Corporate Stays focuses on launching apartments in prime locations, so that guests can have              
the best experience when staying with them. Apogee is not an exception to this rule.  
 
About Corporate Stays 
Founded in 2008, Corporate Stays offers highly personalized corporate housing experiences for            
business travelers all across the globe, including complimentary concierge and international           
guest support in their Signature Collection locations. A competent staff of expert corporate             
housing specialists and property partners work tirelessly to manage and maintain their variety of              
hand picked furnished apartments found in across the globe, with acute attention to detail for               
each one. Every Corporate Stays location provides the highest tiers of comfort, amenities, and              
proximity, giving their guests a home-like experience that cannot be found in hotels.  
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